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PRIDEFUL BUTTERFLY
Poem & Artwork by LINCOLN McCALLUM

Dozens of butterflies flying in the sky, carefree and filled with pride 

Although it wasn’t always that way for those prideful butterflies

Growing up, the little caterpillars experienced the harsh reality of their environment  

All sorts of pain, emotional including physical, even within their own domains 

It seemed hopeless, as those caterpillars were demoralized by their own community

Until a colorful butterfly took the caterpillars under their wings

This caused an outrage, causing the hate to even swell further than it did before

So that colorful butterfly was forced to take those caterpillars to the shore

Years would have passed and those caterpillars would eventually metaphorize in time for 
spring

Now those caterpillars had become colorful and prideful butterflies, forming their own  
community with harmonizing unity

Now those butterflies are free to be who they want to be, 
filled with pride never forgetting the memories of their pain  

So those prideful butterflies flew towards their old communities to reduce the prejudiced 
views and violence  

  Now those prideful butterflies can be the beacon of hope for those other caterpillars, 
a beautiful light sparkles in their eyes 

These prideful butterflies can never have their colors or pride nullified 
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FOR THE ONE AND ONLY, JA 
Poem by NAYAH McKENZIE

You blow me away with the winds of your strength 
That inherited tenacity pumps through my veins at length
Raising two kids, and caring for an ill mother on your own 

must not have always been with ease 
Yet in your eyes I can see to you the outpour of love is such a breeze 

The power of your vitality is like a lightning strike 
There is truly no one anything alike 

Your assertive demeanor, but soft and gentle spirit 
I’ll say it once more, no one can come close to it

You worked for NYC for over 35 years of your life 
That definitely contributed to you being as sharp as a knife

Now you spend your time helping those around you
God definitely blessed me with you as a grandma, this is true

From your birth in the state known for peaches,
To growing up in Brooklyn’s Pink Houses in a state 

with strangely way more beaches,
To teaching your children from the experiences

 and life lessons you have gotten,
 To now spoiling your six energetic grandkids rotten

I love you Ja, I’m not just being nice
I love Ja, don’t ever think twice 

       Art work by Dilpreet  Kaur
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Poem by LINCOLN McCALLUM

It frozen, and broken, as I look into the blazing sky 
I was fragile, and hopeless, as my body was left in ruins 

My mind, inside, was chained up and left to die
I’m constantly, in distress, and and I knew that my end was near 

As I was cast aside laying there in shame 
I was biding my time, as I saw the golden eye

The blazing sky was finally fading away
My soul it was cold and it began to sink 

In that moment there was a flash and I heard a voice 
I was filled with warmth and strength to keep moving forward 

As I rose from below I could not believe my eyes 
There before me was an fallen Angel 

In this darkness that I know 
Thrown away from God’s domain  

Where hatred bubbles and  brews, you do not belong 
A fallen angel in the dark

FALLEN ANGEL

Art Work by Abigail Hector
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Utter Silence 
By Orane Thompson

The deaf tread in droves

And the mute walk parallel 

Rhythmic thumping of the bosom

Electric humming of the brain

Drowned out by the roaring silence

My voice masked my deepest layer

That it even hides from me

Pitch and tone stolen by ticking

The clock turns to me,

While pristinely still,

And proclaims

“...”

Silence of all breeds

Shapes, sizes, and orientations

Magnitudes, polarities and frequencies 

Ears blend them with one another

The mean being

“...”

I’m qdueiaeft

Not because I’m qdueiaeft

But because none can shpeeaark

Notions in vacuum,

Vigorously debating legitimacy, 

But when unveiling existence,

They blurt

“...”

God forms maws

Lips, tongues, cheeks and throats

Forged of clouds, leaves, ashes and dust

Their parts dance to a null tune

They declare

“...”

Those empty faces greet me 

Void of any sanguine essence

Smiles of plaster and eyes of clay 

Peek through a porcelain visage

They utter

“...”

And vanish.
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By Ashley BrownBy Ashley Brown

The Pencil
By Lillian Goveia

The pen is mightier than the sword. 

This is what gets said, but what about the pencil?

What about the tool that gets put into your hand 

when you learn how to write?

When you first learn to put your thoughts on paper.

When you first learn to write is what influences the rest of your life.

Obliviously writing simply just to write.

Making the mistakes on paper that can simply be erased.

Plain and simple childish scribbles on a page.

Those scribbles become letters and those letters become words.

Words that are written before you can understand that words have power.

The pen is only given once you learn a word’s power.

I believe the pencil is more important than the pen.

By the time you are given a pen, you know how to use it.

The pencil is a sure test of your initial potential.



Where logic and reality diverge
Where space and time melt away
The seams are tugged and twisted

Tortured past understanding 

“Hark, spacefarers!” 
“Hark, witches and wizards, sciencers and warlocks!”

“Ye acts vary but ye must harken all the same!”
“The galaxy bleeds!”

“Thy gracious cradle hath sharpened!”
“Gadzooks hath torn a chasm into existence!”

Closer, and closer still
Walks a man not knowing fear, nor caution

In pursuit of knowing
Until flesh kisses it

The edge of oblivion

Stare deep, and find blackness
Blackness of blackness

A terrible, biblical blackness 
Madness growing, light diminishing

From his mouth, he wails:
“Such a furnace burns with a fire left unknown to man!”

“Singularities, warping!”
“Zeroes, infinity!”

“Einstein, reveling!” 
“Velocity, that of C!” 

THE SEAMS
OF REALITY

By ORANE THOMPSON

Art Work by Shalom Obimba



Freshman Year
By Jordan Tuggle 

As I tried to stay focus

Sometimes I couldn’t comprehend

Being afraid to notice

Feel like I’m falling off my bed

Why shouldn’t I go back?

I have a choice don’t I?

Who wouldn’t give up the opportunity

Believed it’ll flow by

Oh the worst of COVID-19

With socialization to take a leap

Nervous to be judged

Caution within me

Trials and tribulations

Of some of which I regret

To take it in consideration

Learn what you haven’t

Beyond my words

I’m not the only one

Had facetimes in classes

Something I never done

My dog was like my counselor

Felt lonesome
by Dilpreet Kaur



Never Alone
By Nayah McKenzie

Do you ever think . . .

Sometimes I feel like I’m just around,

Am I not cool enough to be down?

I have to confess that with all this stress, 

I am such a mess. 

I want to be free from the negativity. 

What should I do?

Don’t push the hurt deeper inside,

Pray to God who sits high.

Watching your every move He is helping you to get through, 

The challenges He has given to you.

Just remember that this life is only a journey, 

And with faith you have no reason to worry.

Remember He will not give you more than you can bear,

Never forsaking you because He is always there.

So lean on the King,

Let Him be the wind beneath your wings. 

…

…

…

…

Let Him be your EVERYTHING. Art Work by Abigail Hector
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For You
By Orane Thompson

A-um… 
Hi, again.
I… 
I’m sorry. 
I’m sorry I wasn’t here last time.
It’s just that… 
So much has been going on since you 
left, 
A-and I don’t know if I can handle it 
all…
Without your help.
Processing it all has been… 
A challenge.
Sometimes, I…
No. 
Most of the time, I don’t think I’m 
strong enough to keep going.
Ahh… 
I miss you, if you couldn’t tell.
Heh. 
Everyday, I just… 
Can’t stop thinking about you. 
Home feels cold without you there. 
I haven’t been able to take down any of 
your pictures.

It hurts when I look at them, but I’m 
afraid of how it’ll hurt if I take them 
down.
Or if it doesn’t hurt at all.
I want to hold you in my heart forever
And I don’t want to be afraid of 
forgetting you or this pain anymore.
Those days past still linger in my 
mind, you know. 
I felt so safe around you.
We felt… 
Eternal.
I wish you could touch me.
For you to hold me close again. 
So I could feel your warmth.
But…
I know you can’t. 
… 
But I won’t give up. 
I’ll keep going.
It’s what you would’ve wanted, I know.
I’ll keep going for you.
For us. 
I love you. 
Happy birthday.Art Work by Nia Cox




